
OTHER FEATURES

SPECS

Just when you thought that it can’t get any 
safer- there’s a hidden, secret compartment 
that only you’ll know about.

Protection at
your Fingertips
Advanced biometric technology ensures that your safe can only be 
unlocked by your unique fingerprint, and no one else’s. 

Cyclone
Bolt Design
Two unique bolts- cyclone, secure the safe, preventing it 
from all forms of force, strike and pry attacks. 

* Measurement may be vary as weights & dimensions approximate only * Consistent with our policy of continuing improvement, we reserved the right to alter any parts of these specifications without 
notice and without incurring any obligations * Pictures for illustration purpose only 

Majestic FRX

Phenomenal FRX

H 910 * W 520 * D 460

H 1220 * W 600 * D 520

External Dimension (mm)

H 840 * W 466 * D 365

H 1160 * W 546 * D 425

Interior Dimension (mm)

180

260

Weight (kg)

2

2

Drawer

3

4

Compartment

2

2

Cylinder
Bolt Lock 

1

1

Storm Wind
Thread Lock

3

4

Custom-Made
Square Bolt

Memorised

Fingerprints100

Much more advanced than the traditional cylinder bolt, 
the square bolt’s force surface is greater- effectively 
improving tamper resistance. 

321 654

Built-in Alarm
(5 error attempts or vibration 

occurred alarm triggered 75sec)

6 Ways to Unlock LED Lights Wall Mounted ReadyBackup KeyExternal Power Supply
via Micro USB Port

Specially Designed
Jewellery Drawer
Keep your jewellery safely, scratch-free, in a beautiful 
display with a specially constructed drawer.

• Majestic FRX - 3 x Watch Winder Module

• Phenomenal FRX - 4 x Watch Winder Module

• Majestic FRX - 3 x Drawer with Jewellery Compartment

• Phenomenal FRX - 4 x Drawer with Jewellery Compartment

• Majestic FRX (3) • Phenomenal FRX (4)

TECHNOLOGY
AND PRECISION THE

PERFECT MATCH

Customisable
Interiors and
Compartment

Keep your watches perfectly wound around the clock with custom watch 
winders that can be set to any specifications.

Time Never Stops
with Dual-direction Setting

Custom-Made
Square Bolt

  YOUR PERFECT MATCH
The shelves and compartments of the safe are modular and can be customised to match whatever you intend to put 

inside. Need more watch winders? Jewellery displays? Drawers? Whatever you need, we can fit it inside.

Memorised

Faces80

FACE RECOGNITION TECHNOLOGY

UNLOCK IT
WITH A LOOK
Facial recognition software is the latest and most sophisticated form of biometric 
security there is. Using your face as the key, our VR FRX safes are easily able to 
distinguish one person from another so you can enjoy quick and convenient 
access without hassle of having to remember a pin or carry around a physical key.

Our VRX locking technology uses a sophisticated algorithm and imaging system to 
map the geometry of an authorised user’s face to create a unique 3D ‘faceprint’ 
that cannot be spoofed or replicated.

Storm Wind
Thread Lock
Reinforced with exclusive, German-patented whirlwind 
lock, providing near-indestructible resistance against 
pry attacks.

www.valorforce.comBETTER SAFE THAN SORRY. Contact us now for information.

The finest, world-class safes, promising ultimate security. Whether you are a watch 
collector, jewellery lover or rare artifact owner, you will appreciate the painstaking 

attention to detail and outstanding craftsmanship that goes into constructing these safes. 

A solid 12mm thick door, specialised compartments encased in premium leather and 
reinforced steel are not the only highlights of this luxurious series.


